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 The Honorable John C. Coughenour

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

AT SEATTLE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
) NO. CR10-0269JCC

Plaintiff, )
)

v. ) GOVERNMENT’S 
) SENTENCING
) MEMORANDUM

MARK E. PHILLIPS, )
)         

Defendant. )  
                                                                              )

The United States of America, by Jenny A. Durkan, United States Attorney, and

Aravind Swaminathan and Matthew D. Diggs, Assistant United States Attorneys for the

Western District of Washington, file this sentencing memorandum as to Defendant Mark

E. Phillips.  Sentencing is currently scheduled for July 15, 2011, at 9:00 a.m.

I. Background

After just over two weeks of trial, a jury convicted Defendant Mark Phillips of four

counts of Wire Fraud, one count of Mail Fraud, and two counts of Money Laundering. 

The Presentence Report accurately describes the offense conduct underlying the counts of

conviction, which is elaborated below.

As the co-founder, CEO, and director of MOD Systems Incorporated (“MOD”),

shareholders and employees trusted Phillips to protect MOD and foster its growth. 

Instead, Phillips abused his position of trust and responsibility by looting the very

company that he helped create, and by betraying the employees and shareholders by

tearing apart the company that he promised to build.  Without regard for his
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responsibilities as a director and officer, in willful contempt and disregard of the oft-

repeated advice of more experienced colleagues, mentors, and lawyers, and in total self-

aggrandizement, Phillips stole from MOD to satisfy his personal appetite for luxuries

beyond his means. 

First Phillips took advantage of his position as the CEO of MOD to loot MOD of

$100,000.  As CEO, MOD vested Phillips with discretion to hire consultants to work for

MOD.  Phillips abused that discretion.  He manipulated his position of power to funnel

money out of MOD to his lawyer’s trust account, then to his girlfriend Jan Wallace, based

on lies that the money was being used to pay Ms. Wallace for consulting work she

rendered to MOD.  In truth, as the evidence at trial showed, the $100,000 was never

intended to pay Ms. Wallace for work she had done for MOD (or for Phillips personally). 

Instead, Phillips instructed her to use the $100,000 to purchase lavish gifts for his personal

benefit, telling Ms. Wallace what to purchase, where to send the money, and how much

money to send.  In the end, Phillips used $100,000 of MOD’s money to purchase two

$30,000 Breguet watches, a $25,000 personal investment in a start-up company, and an

escrow payment on a $2.3 million condominium – money that could have been and should

have been used to build MOD’s business at a time when the Company was financially

strapped for cash.  See Trial Exhibit 165 (E-mail from Kenn Gordon to Mark Phillips,

dated April 2, 2008, “We’ve managed to make it into April, but we are nearly out of cash

now” and response from Mark Phillips, “It was nice trying MOD.”).

The $100,000, however, was not enough.  Emboldened by this successful fraud, and

faced with personal financial issues – in particular, the need for approximately 

$1 million as a down payment on the purchase of a $2.3 million condominium at the

Mosler Lofts – Phillips stole another $1.5 million from MOD on April 25, 2008, by lying

to MOD’s Vice President of Finance, Ken Gordon.  Once again, Phillips abused his power

and the trust placed in him by employees, telling Mr. Gordon that MOD’s Board of

Directors had approved a $1.5 million prepayment to Phillips when, in reality, it had not. 

Just as he had done in defrauding MOD of $100,000, Phillips stole from the company that
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he promised to build at precisely the same time that the Company was struggling to find

enough cash to continue its operations and pay its employees.  See Trial Exhibit 165

(“We’ve managed to make it into April, but we are nearly out of cash now” and response

from Mark Phillips, “It was nice trying MOD.”).  And after he was caught, Phillips,

instead of accepting responsibility, reconstituted MOD’s Board of Directors.  Then, to

cover up his fraud, Phillips lied to new board members such as Kyleen Cane, telling them

that MOD’s Board of Directors approved the transaction when it had not.

For this conduct, the jury convicted Phillips of four counts of Wire Fraud, one

count of Mail Fraud, and two counts of Money Laundering.  

These, however, were not the only instances when Phillips stole from MOD.  Over

the course of his time at MOD, Phillips repeatedly treated MOD’s money as his own,

stealing from the Company and defrauding its investors.  For example, Phillips abused

MOD’s lack of credit and its dependence on his American Express account by claiming

that personal expenditures were made for business purposes, and inducing MOD to pay for

those expenses.  Among other things, Phillips admitted that he spent approximately

$13,159 on clothing and apparel purchases at Hermes and Louis Vuitton, $8,000 on

Salvador Dali lithographs, $9,469 in furniture and other expenditures at Tokyu Department

store, $6,150 in dental and DNA testing expenses, and $28,600 in charitable contributions,

all on MOD’s credit card, and all for his personal benefit.  In total, MOD’s internal

investigation revealed that Phillips spent at least $268,252 of MOD’s money on personal,

non-MOD business related expenses.  See Exhibit A (“Demand Review Committee

Investigation Preliminary Report,” dated April 3, 2009), at 4-5 (attached hereto); see also

Exhibit B (“Demand Review Committee Report,” dated June 15, 2009) (attached hereto).

That internal investigation also showed that Phillips took advantage of his CEO

position to loot MOD in other ways.  For example, Phillips used MOD’s early dependence

on revenues generated from a pass-through contract between MOD and one of Phillips’s

personal companies, ADot Corporation, to mark up invoices and cause MOD to expend

hundreds of thousands of dollars without justification or reason, solely so that Phillips
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could extract more money from MOD.  As the CEO of MOD, he routinely authorized

MOD to pay these markups to ADot, even though they were contrary to the terms of the

contract because they inured directly to Phillips’s benefit.  See Exhibit A at 3-4.

MOD was not Phillips’s only victim.  Phillips also defrauded wealthy Seattle

investor Robert Arnold.  Between June 2006 and June 2007, Phillips secured

approximately $5.5 million from Mr. Arnold as an investment in a company called Banana

Corporation.   Banana Corporation was actually an incubator company for Phillips’s1

various business plans/ideas, the most notable of which was Metawallet.  According to

employees who worked for Metawallet, Phillips spent approximately $1.5 million to

develop a mobile phone banking technology in 2006 and 2007 under Metawallet, but spent

the substantial majority of Banana Corporation’s money – that is, Mr. Arnold’s money –

on personal luxury items and in payments to himself, including:

• $900,000.00 in transfers to Phillips’s Ameriprise investment account, a

substantial portion of which was used to buy stocks and other investments,

ultimately liquidated to pay back the $1.5 million that he defrauded MOD

out of in April 2008;

• $300,000.00 in transfers to Phillips’s U.S. Bank account;

• $1,000,000.00 in a transfer to ADot Corporation, a substantial portion of

which Phillips spent on personal items; and

• $120,000.00 in payments to Virgin Galatic to reserve two seats on Virgin

Galactic flight into space.

II. Defendant’s Sentencing Guidelines Calculations

A. Base Offense Level and Upward Adjustment for Loss Amount

The U.S. Probation Office correctly calculates Phillips’s total offense level.  PSR ¶

30.  Phillips’s crimes of conviction have a Base Offense Level of 7.  U.S.S.G. §§

2B1.1(a)(1) and 2S1.1(a)(1); PSR ¶ 36.  The U.S. Probation Office correctly includes an

Robert Arnold was also a minority shareholder of MOD.1
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additional $268,252 of loss as relevant conduct.  PSR ¶ 38.  Accordingly, a 16-level

upward adjustment is appropriate based on the loss amount of $1,868,252 associated with

Counts 1-5.  U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1(b)(1)(I) and § 1B1.3; PSR ¶ 38.  That Phillips paid the $1.5

million back after MOD learned of the fraud is irrelevant to the question of loss for the

purposes of the United States Sentencing Guidelines.  See, e.g., U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1,

Comment 3(A) (“loss is the greater of actual loss or intended loss”).2

Additionally, several upward adjustments recommended by the U.S. Probation

Office under the Sentencing Guidelines are applicable, as explained in more detail below.  

B. Sophisticated Means

A two-level upward adjustment for use of “sophisticated means” is applicable. 

U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1(b)(9)(C); PSR ¶ 39.  The sophisticated means adjustment is appropriate

where the criminal conduct involved “hiding assets or transactions, or both, through the

use of fictitious entities, corporate shells, or offshore financial accounts.”  U.S.S.G. §

2B1.1, Comment 8(B).  In this case, Phillips used his lawyer’s trust account and the

Wallace Black LLC bank account specifically to hide the true nature of these transactions

from MOD, its shareholders, and from Larry Garrett, his attorney.  Additionally, Phillips

intentionally concealed Ms. Wallace’s involvement and the true destination of MOD’s

money by requesting that she change Wallace Black LLC to “W-Black,” and make

arrangements for Wallace Black LLC to do business as W-Black.  Compare Trial Exhibit

123 with Trial Exhibit 126; see also Trial Exhibit 129 (January 18, 2008, e-mail from

Mark Phillips to Ms. Wallace, stating “I also changed your name to W-Black for the

invoice process”).  Phillips’s decision to alter company names and route the money

through a convoluted series of transfers before directing it back to himself personally,

Similarly, Phillips’s claim that the $1.5 million should not be included in the loss calculation2

because he offered to loan it to MOD, is a red herring.  Phillips’s claim is based on his e-chat
conversation with Gordon on April 25, 2008.  In that conversation, Phillips’s tells Mr. Gordon that he
could loan the money to MOD to give Mr. Gordon comfort that, in spite of MOD’s dwindling cash
reserves, it would not be unreasonable to wire the money to Phillips because Phillips represented that
was willing to loan it back to MOD.  Trial Exhibit 430 (“Mark: but, if we need to strengthen the balance
sheet, then i’ll loan the company money”).  
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significantly hindered the discovery of the fraud.  This conduct is a textbook application of

the sophisticated means enhancement under Section 2B1.1(b)(9)(C).

B. Money Laundering

A one-level upward adjustment is applicable based on the convictions on Counts 6

and 7 for Money Laundering, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1957. 

U.S.S.G. § 2S1.1(b)(2)(A); PSR ¶ 40.  There appears to be no dispute amongst the parties

that this upward adjustment is applicable because Phillips did not object to the U.S.

Probation Office’s application of this adjustment in the draft Presentence Report.

C. Abuse of Position of Trust

A two-level upward adjustment is appropriate because Phillips abused his position

of trust at MOD.  U.S.S.G. § 3B1.3; PSR ¶ 42.  There appears to be no dispute amongst

the parties that this upward adjustment is applicable, as Phillips did not object to the U.S.

Probation Office’s application of this adjustment in the draft Presentence Report.  

As the CEO and a board member of MOD, Phillips, by law, had a fiduciary duty to

MOD and its investors.  As Phillips himself admitted at trial, MOD’s investors trusted

Phillips to run MOD and act in its best interests.  See February 25, 2011, Transcript of

Mark Phillips’s Testimony (“Phillips 2/25/11 Tr.”) at 86:13-87:3.  Phillips abused that

trust and the discretion that came with his CEO position to defraud MOD out of nearly 

$2 million.   Phillips’s position as MOD’s CEO put him in the unique position of being3

able to bully other officers, take advantage of their trust, and create and hide this scheme

to defraud.  These facts and the evidence admitted at tria support application of a two-level

upward adjustment for abuse of trust.  See, e.g., U.S.S.G. § 3B1.3, Comment 5(A) and

5(B).  

Specifically, Phillips abused his powers as CEO and the trust placed in him by MOD’s Board 3

members, its minority shareholders, and its employees by causing MOD to spend $100,000 based on the 
false representation that they were funds being used to pay Ms. Wallace for work she had done for MOD.  
As a board member and CEO, he further abused his position of trust and his supervisory relationship with 
MOD’s Finance VP to cause MOD to pay him $1.5 million prepayment that had not been approved by 
MOD’s Board of Directors.  
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D. Obstruction of Justice

A two-level upward adjustment for obstruction and impeding justice is also

appropriate in this case.  U.S.S.G. § 3C1.1; PSR ¶¶ 31 and 43.  Section 3C1.1 provides for

a two-level upward adjustment to the offense level “if the defendant willfully obstructed or

impeded, or attempted to obstruct or impede, the administration of justice with respect to .

. . prosecution . . . of the instant offense of conviction[.]”  The Sentencing Guidelines

provide that this enhancement is applicable where defendant commits perjury.  U.S.S.G. §

3C1.1, Comment 4(B).  

To impose an obstruction enhancement based on perjury, the Court must find at

sentencing that:  (1) Phillips gave false testimony; (2) concerning a material matter; (3)

with the willful intent to provide false testimony, rather than as a result of confusion,

mistake, or faulty memory.  United States v. Dunnigan, 507 U.S. 87, 94 (1993).  

At trial, Phillips testified falsely regarding a number of material facts.  For example,

Phillips testified falsely that in 2008, after MOD hired David Douglass as its Chief

Financial Officer, Phillips:  (1) disclosed all of the W-Black invoices to Mr. Douglass; (2)

informed Mr. Douglass that Ms. Wallace had been paid $100,000 for services she

provided to MOD and that Ms. Wallace had requested that the invoices be made out to 

W-Black, instead of Wallace Black LLC; and (3) directed Mr. Douglass to book all of

those expenses to him personally to avoid any appearance of impropriety.  Phillips 2/25/11

Tr. 123:25-126:11.  This testimony was flatly contradicted by Mr. Douglass, who testified

on rebuttal in the government’s case.  Mr. Douglass testified that Phillips had never

disclosed the invoices.  See February 28, 2011, Transcript of David Douglass Testimony

(“Douglass Tr.”) at 5:9-23; id. 6:16-7:3; id. 7:10-22.  Moreover, Mr. Douglass testified

that Phillips never told him that Ms. Wallace had requested that her invoices be issued to

“W-Black.”  Id. at 7:23-8:4.  Finally, Mr. Douglass testified that Phillips never asked Mr.

Douglass to book the $100,000 in payments to him personally.  Id. at 8:5-14.  

The evidence strongly suggests that Phillips fabricated these lies at trial because

Phillips never made any mention of these purported disclosures in either the interview with
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Larry Gangnes (the Lane Powell attorney who led the investigative efforts) and the

Demand Review Committee, or in months of contested civil litigation regarding these

events.  More specifically, Mr. Douglass worked on behalf of the committee that

investigated Phillips and these specific wire transfers.  Mr. Douglass, in fact, prepared Mr.

Gangnes to interview Phillips.  Phillips admitted at trial that he never informed Mr.

Gangnes that Phillips had already disclosed these transactions to Mr. Douglass and asked

that they be booked personally to him even though, had Phillips made such disclosure, it

could have saved him from being ousted from MOD.  Incredibly, Phillips claimed that he

never informed Mr. Gangnes of these helpful facts because Mr. Gangnes never asked. 

Phillips 2/28/11 Tr. at 19:1-4.  He further claimed that he did not explain that the $100,000

should have been booked personally because the DRC investigative committee “w[as]n’t

really receptive to listening to my side of the story.”  Phillips 2/28/11 Tr. at 19:1-14.  The

truth is that Phillips never told Mr. Gangnes about the purported June 2008 disclosures to

Mr. Douglass because there were no such disclosures; Phillips simply fabricated these

excuses at trial.  As Phillips listened to the evidence against him, and after seeing that the

government had not called Mr. Douglass as a witness in its case-in-chief, Phillips tried to

save himself by pinning all of the blame on Mr. Douglass, an experienced accountant and

the former CFO of a number of prestigious companies.   

Phillips’s attempts to scapegoat Mr. Douglass were not, however, his only lies at

trial.  Phillips also testified at length that substantially all of the items purchased with the

$100,000 were gifts from Ms. Wallace to him.  In truth, as a number of witnesses testified

(including Ira Schneider, Amber Donovan-Graves, Paul Gross, and Jan Wallace), Phillips,

not Ms. Wallace, purchased the two Breguet watches and the stock in Sampa Corporation. 

Moreover, a substantial portion of the government’s proof that Phillips engineered a

scheme to launder $100,000 of MOD’s money for his personal benefit was the timing of

the e-mail communications matched with the wire transfers out of MOD and through

various entities, and Phillips’s ultimate receipt of luxury items, cash, and stock.  These e-

mails and the wire transfers showed conclusively that Phillips orchestrated the transfers of
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MOD’s money back to himself.

At trial, Phillips attempted to “explain” this damning timing away by lying,

claiming that they were merely coincidences.  Id. at 123:2-3.  In fact, Mr. Phillips testified

that there was no connection between his request to Ms. Wallace to make the final

$10,000 payment on the second Breguet watch on May 12, 2008, at 2:08 p.m. and his

delivery of an invoice for $10,000 to MOD for services provided by “W. Black,” on the

same day, just over five hours later.  Compare Trial Exhibits 178 and 179; see also

Phillips 2/25/11 Tr: at 118:2-123:3.  Indeed, when cross-examined about the timing of his 

e-mails and the wire transfer, Phillips’s attempt to manufacture a story explaining these

“coincidences,” shows his attempt to deceive the Court and the jury at trial:

Q. You testified that this was -- that when Ms. Wallace asked you for money, 
there was a sense of urgency about her, didn’t you?

A. I did.
Q. You’re the one writing this e-mail, aren’t you?
A. I believe I was triggered by Feel Good Watches.
Q. Not Ms. Wallace?
A. That’s correct.
Q. So the sense of urgency was from Feel Good Watches?
A. That’s correct.
Q. Not from Ms. Wallace? There was no urgency around Ms. Wallace wanting 

to get paid for this $10,000?
A. I had a different understanding.
Q. You just said that you were triggered by the urgency from Feel Good 

Watches, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Not from the urgency of Ms. Wallace?
A. Perhaps Ms. Wallace triggered it with Feel Good Watches.
Q. So you think Ms. Wallace may have told Feel Good Watches to e-mail you 

and get you to pay for a watch she was buying for you as a gift?
A. Yes. 

Phillips’s testimony at trial that this series of events represented nothing more than

a “convenient coincidence” (see Phillips 2/25/11 Tr. 122:24-123:3) underscores the

applicability of an obstruction of justice enhancement.  Phillips’s extensive lies at trial are

sufficient for this Court to make the finding that Phillips gave false testimony, concerning

a material matter, with the willful intent to provide false testimony, rather than as a result

of confusion, mistake, or faulty memory.  See Dunnigan, 507 U.S. at 94.  

Based on all of the evidence admitted at trial and the arguments set forth above, the
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government respectfully submits that Phillips has a total offense level of 30.  The United

States Sentencing Guidelines (2011) recommends a sentencing range of 97 to 121 months. 

The maximum term of imprisonment is twenty years and the maximum term of supervised

release is three years.

III. Government’s Sentencing Recommendation

The government respectfully recommends that the Court sentence Phillips 97

months imprisonment.  A 97-month sentence is appropriate under the facts of this case,

after considering the Sentencing Guidelines, and the factors set forth in Title 18, United

States Code, Section 3553(a), including:  (1) the nature and circumstances of the offense;

(2) the history and characteristics of the defendant; (3) the need for the sentence to reflect

the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just

punishment for the offense; (4) the need for the sentence to afford adequate deterrence to

criminal conduct; (5) the need for the sentence to protect the public from further crimes of

this defendant; (6) the need to provide the defendant with educational and vocational

training, medical care, or other correctional treatment in the most effective manner; (7) the

kinds of sentences available; (8) the need to provide restitution to victims; and (9) the need

to avoid unwarranted sentence disparity among defendants involved in similar conduct

who have similar records.  In particular, this sentence appropriately reflects “the nature

and circumstances of the offense,” the need for the sentence “to reflect the seriousness of

the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide for just punishment for the

offense,” and “to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct.”  18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). 

The government asserts that none of the Section 3553(a) factors, together or separately,

warrant a sentence below the advisory sentencing guidelines range.  A number of those

factors are reviewed in detail below.

///

///

///
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A. Nature and Circumstances of the Offense, and the Need for the Sentence
to Reflect the Seriousness of the Offense and to Provide for Just 
Punishment

Investors and shareholders entrust corporate directors and officers with more than

just their money.  They entrust them with taking little more than a set of ideas, and

transforming those ideas into a business capable of supporting jobs, developing a product,

and realizing a dream.  This basic and fundamental trust is at the heart of the pioneering,

start-up corporate environment that is the lifeblood of this community.  Investors and

employees have a right to expect that these directors and officers will serve their best

interests, and put the company’s interests ahead of their own selfish desires and ambitions. 

These expectations and the trust upon which companies are built are the pillars that

support innovation, entrepreneurship, and the vibrant start-up community that drives this

community’s economic growth.  

Phillips’s fraud is serious because he violated these basic principles, and in so

doing, undermined the fabric of the entrepreneurial community.  Phillips not only put

MOD’s ideas – the innovative products that MOD was developing – at risk, but he put its

shareholders, and its employees at risk livelihoods at risk.  These small companies have no

chance at success if their officers and directors do not follow and adhere to these basic

principles.  A significant sentence is appropriate in this case because it will send a clear

signal to the community that this type of fraud, looting, and embezzlement by corporate

officers and directors trusted to build companies, not destroy them, is not tolerated.  See

United States v. Zidar, 2006 WL 1208116, at *4 (9th Cir. May 3, 2006) (upholding

sentence where court considered how sentence would affect further fraud prosecutions).

Phillips is likely to argue that his blatant fraud was just a business misunderstanding

or a simple accounting error; a failure to “cross t’s and dot i’s.”  Phillips advanced this

argument at trial and the jury rejected it.  The argument fares no better here, as Phillips

seeks leniency from the Court.  Phillips’s fraud is not a gray area; it was a black and white

deception, designed to manipulate the trust that MOD had placed in him for his personal

benefit.  Phillips’s fraud was perpetrated by and permeated with blatant lies. 
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Notwithstanding the jury’s clear verdict, however, Phillips, through his letter to the Court

and his frivolous objections to the Presentence Report, attempts to again recast his fraud as

a misunderstanding or legitimate business dispute.  It was not.

Phillips’s crimes also will have a long lasting impact on the community because as

of July 2011, MOD has ceased its operations.  Although the magnitude of Phillips’s fraud

was not the sole cause of MOD’s demise, Phillips’s need to indulge his materialistic needs

by fraud, rather than focus on building a business, ultimately doomed MOD.  That is, had

Phillips done what he was supposed to do – develop an innovative product – rather than

look for ways to embezzle money out of MOD, MOD might still be in business today, and

the thirty-five or forty employees who dedicated the last several years of their life to MOD

would still be gainfully employed, rather than looking for work.

B. The Need to Promote Respect for the Law and to Afford Deterrence to 
Criminal Conduct

A significant sentence is appropriate in this case to promote respect for the law and

deter future criminal conduct.  Phillips’s “rules-don’t-apply-to-me” conduct demonstrates

his complete disregard for the law.  Testimony at trial showed that again and again Phillips

ignored the wisdom and advice of experienced business people and lawyers who hoped to

mentor and educate Phillips on being a CEO and good corporate citizen.   Instead, where

that advice hindered Phillips’s personal cravings, he willfully ignored this advice, lying to

company executives, board members, and lawyers.

1. Phillips’s Disregard for the Law is Evidenced by His Seven 
Violations of his Appearance Bond.

Phillips’s cavalier attitude towards rules and law extends far beyond his fraud

against MOD.  First, Phillips was initially arrested on March 31, 2010, and after a

contested and lengthy bond hearing, placed on an appearance bond by the Honorable

James P. Donohue, United States Magistrate Judge on April 15, 2010.  The appearance

bond required Phillips, among other things, to refrain from using a particular e-mail

account, abide by the terms of a computer monitoring and computer usage agreement,

including agreeing not to tamper with or disrupt the computer monitoring program, and
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commit no new law violations.  Less than two months after being placed on bond, Phillips

violated the e-mail condition of his bond, by using the specifically prohibited e-mail

account on no less than six different occasions.  Magistrate Judge Donohue also

determined that Phillips had violated the terms and conditions of his bond by using his

computer in a manner not permitted by Pretrial Services.  As a result, Magistrate Judge

Donohue held that Phillips committed five violations of his appearance bond.  (Dckt. No.

43).  Although evidence also showed that Phillips had attempted to access the computer

monitoring program, the program prevented Phillips from tampering with it, and he was

held not have tampered with or disrupted his computer monitoring. 

Notwithstanding these violations, Magistrate Judge Donohue gave Phillips a second

chance, and released him on a modified appearance bond, which prevented Phillips from

having any access to a computer, except where it was relevant to his defense.  Again,

Phillips broke the rules.  (Dckt. No. 43).  On August 18, 2010, just over a month after

being released for a second time on bond, Phillips violated another condition of his bond

by committing the misdemeanor of unlawful inhalation for “huffing” dust cleaner.  (Dckt.

No. 49).  After this seventh bond violation, Magistrate Judge Donohue detained Phillips

pending trial.  (Dckt. No. 52).

2. Phillips Also Flaunted and Violated the Drug Laws.

Phillips also cavalierly violated the drug laws.  E-mails obtained by the government

during its investigation reveal conclusively that between 2007 and 2008, Phillips began

dealing prescription drugs by manipulating relationships he had with his treating

physicians to obtain Xanex, Valium, and Percoset, and then trading these drugs for

Oxycodone and Vicodin, among others.  In 2008, he formulated a plan to sell LSD and

Ecstasy.  E-mails and witness interviews suggest that Phillips was storing well over 10mg

of LSD in his refrigerator, which he planned to distribute through several connections. 

For example, on May 10, 2008, Phillips’s associate J.R. e-mailed him asking “do you want

to get me some samples of the LSD and E, see if we can move that?  We may be able to

trade that for other things.”  Phillips responded by e-mail, writing “Hits are $5 and $25
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respectively.”   See Exhibit C (PHILLIPS0205206-07).4

C. The Need to Protect the Community

Phillips is a danger to the community, not just because his fraud ultimately

unraveled MOD, but because he has yet to appreciate that his lies and deception were

criminal.  In his May 2nd, 2011, “Letter to the Court,” Phillips describes his remorse for

mistakes he made, and his sorrow for “wrongs” he committed against MOD and his co-

workers.  See Exhibit D, May 2, 2011 Letter (“May 2nd Letter”).  However, careful

reading of Phillips’s May 2nd Letter evidences that he has yet to truly take responsibility

for defrauding MOD.  Indeed, rather than admit that he lied to MOD, MOD’s employees,

Board of Directors, and shareholders, and others, Phillips attributes his conviction to

unintentional mistakes and to his failure to choose better advisors.  See, e.g., Exhibit D at 1

(“I carelessly commingled monies, assets, and made questionable expenditures”). 

Particularly telling, instead of admitting to lying, Phillips rationalizes his actions as merely

bad judgment in timing:

I should never have proceeded on the assumption that
everyone was in agreement with my thinking about
compensation for my patents and licenses and should have
reduced the matter to clear documentation, signed off by the
appropriate board members.  It would have been helpful had I
taken more time to fully explain how the intellectual property
was necessary and responsible for the creation of product for
necessity of linking the two, so the board would have
understood the dilemma in having to close the deal with
Toshiba.  I was impatient and although I knew better, I thought
everything would work out to everyone’s satisfaction once the
company became successful.

Exhibit D at 1.  Phillips’s attempt to attribute his criminal conviction to bad timing, and

corporate misunderstanding rather than his decision to lie, cheat, and deceive others,

demonstrates that he has yet to accept responsibility for his crimes.  Indeed, in an e-mail

dated June 21, 2011, Phillips continues to maintain his innocence, writing:

Distribution of 10 grams or more of a mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of4

LSD carries a mandatory minimum term of 10 years imprisonment.  18 U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(A)(v). 
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I have done nothing wrong and the truth will surface. . . .  I
have sent you a letter today.  It includes materials which I
wrote when I was in [the Federal Detention Center]. . . .  I wish
that you would read them.  They are insightful and detailed to
what, who, and why what has happened to me has happened. 
There is also evidence that clears me included, buried in these
materials, you will see it.

Exhibit E, Excerpt of e-mail from Mark Phillips to E.A., dated June 21, 2011 (emphasis

added).  These are not the words of a person who has accepted the wrongfulness of his

actions.  Rather they are the words of an individual doomed to repeat history and re-offend

because he believes – to this day – that he has done nothing wrong.

Phillips’s other similar writings – those outside the ones he has selectively elected

to present to the Court – demonstrate his propensity to deceive others when it suits him. 

Indeed, any contrition attributed to Phillips vis-a-vis his May 2nd Letter is flatly

contradicted by Phillips’s later statements, such as those in his June 21st e-mail, and these

should be either regarded with great caution by the Court, or disregarded entirely as

disingenuous.  First, as demonstrated above (see Exhibit E), Phillips continues to maintain

his innocence to his friends, while telling the Court that his actions were wrong.  Second, 

on or about May 22, 2011, Phillips submitted a letter to the Washington State Bar

Association (“WSBA”) in support of bar complaint that he filed against certain lawyers

involved in civil litigation with Phillips.  See Exhibit F.  In that letter, Phillips repeatedly

blames MOD and its lawyers for his situation, accuses witnesses who testified at trial of

being liars, and attempts to rewrite history and the truth.  For example, Phillips repeatedly

claims that MOD forced him out, when in truth and in fact, as demonstrated at trial,

Phillips willingly resigned from MOD.  See, e.g., Exhibit F at 9 (“. . . I did not voluntarily

resign, I was threaten[ed] with prison, given a death threat by the very members of the

board who were to benefit . . .”).  Phillips also repeatedly accuses MOD’s CEO Anthony

Bay, former MOD board member Kyleen Cane, and MOD’s outside counsel Bill

Bromfield of framing and retaliating against Phillips by contacting the government and

lying about Phillips actions and the truth.  See, e.g., Exhibit F at 9; see also, e.g., id. at 15

(accusing “Mr. Buckley, Mr. Smyth and Mr. Bay, with Ms. Cane and Ms. Wallace [of]
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fabricat[ing] evidence, invent[ing] facts, revers[ing] prior agreements and alleg[ing]

wrongdoing by concealing facts, controlling individuals who investigate and instigating

investigations in efforts to obfuscate the truth . . .”).  In short, Phillips’s submission to the

WSBA shows his penchant to lie and deceive – whether to the WSBA, the Court, or

corporate shareholders – and the reality that Phillips has yet to appreciate that his conduct

was criminal, and that he bears sole responsibility for his criminal convictions and his

current situation.  Phillips’s protestations of innocence and belief that he – and not MOD –

is the victim in this case, strongly suggest that Phillips presents a continuing danger the

community, for which a lengthy period of incarceration is necessary.

D. Background and Characteristics of Defendant

There is little, if anything, in Phillips’s background that mitigates or explains his

conduct.  As the Presentence Report makes clear, Phillips is a smart, talented, well-

educated engineer, who, at times, had the Seattle entrepreneurial community at his feet. 

PSR ¶¶ 73-74 Yet, instead of focusing on building a product and a business, Phillips

destroyed MOD in his greed and self-aggrandizement.  He filled his pockets at the expense

of the company, its employees, and its shareholders.  

Indeed, Phillips has shown that he tells the truth only when it serves his own

agenda, as demonstrated by the offense conduct, his testimony at trial, and his statements

to U.S. Pretrial Services, the U.S. Probation Office, and the Court.  For example, Phillips

has repeatedly been required to disclose his financial interests to the Court, including when

he was appointed counsel on or about August 5, 2010, (Dckt. No. 45), and during his

presentence interview.  Phillips, however, hid assets from the Court, and did not disclose

all of his assets to either to U.S. Pretrial Services or to the U.S. Probation Office as

required.  Specifically, Phillips did not disclose his approximately $25,000 minority

interest in Quinn’s Pub LLC, a restaurant located in Seattle, which yielded Phillips two

dividends of approximately $4,000 each in 2009 and 2010.  See Exhibit G, Excerpts of

First Amended Limited Liability Company Agreement of Quinn’s Pub LLC.  Neither his

minority interest, nor the dividend payments, were disclosed to U.S. Pretrial Services
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while on an appearance bond, to the U.S. Probation Office during his presentence

interview, or the Court in connection with receiving court appointed counsel.  There is no

question that Phillips knew of these assets.  Indeed, in January 2011, months before his

interview with the U.S. Probation Office, Phillips asked his fiancé and associates to

redeem his interest to defray their personal costs of living.  See PSR ¶ 81; see also 

Exhibit H, E-mail from Mark Phillips to S.S., dated January 13, 2011.  This is yet another

example of Phillips hiding facts and information when it suits him, and it demonstrates yet

another reason why Phillips should be sentenced to a lengthy term of imprisonment.  

It is not, however, the only example.  As detailed in the Presentence Report,

Phillips also has failed to adequately disclose his true financial interest in Hunts Point

Venture Group.  PSR ¶¶ 76-77.  That interest, as indicated, cannot be determined, but

could be substantial, including future profit participation and payment of legal fees in

perpetuity.  PSR ¶¶ 77-78

IV. Fine

The government supports the U.S. Probation Office’s recommendation of a fine in

this case.  First, as stated in the Presentence Report, Phillips has failed to demonstrate that

he cannot pay a fine.  PSR ¶ 82.  Given the gravity of his crimes, and the fact that he has

undisclosed and/or hidden assets, a fine in this case is appropriate.

V. Restitution and Forfeiture

This Court should order that Phillips pay $100,000.00 in restitution in connection

with Counts 1-3 and 5.  No restitution is owed on Count 4 because Phillips returned

$1,500,000.00 that he stole from MOD, back to the company in late-May, early-June 2008.

The Superseding Indictment contains a criminal forfeiture allegation, seeking,

among other things, a money judgment against Phillips for $100,000.00 in connection with

Counts 1-3 and 5. 

Procedures for determining the forfeitability of assets in criminal cases are set forth

in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2.  The forfeiture phase of the trial occurs

following a verdict of guilty on the counts that support the forfeiture.  Fed. Crim. R. Pro. 
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32.2(b)(1).  The provisions for a jury determination of the forfeiture part of the case are set

forth in Rule 32.2(b)(5).  Under that provision, in a case tried before a jury, when the

government is seeking forfeiture, the Court must determine prior to the beginning of jury

deliberations whether either party requests the jury be retained to determine the

forfeitability of specific property if it returns a guilty verdict.  Fed. Crim. R. Pro.

32.2(b)(5)(A).  If a party timely makes such a request, the government must submit a

special verdict form “listing each property to be forfeited and asking the jury to determine

whether the government has established the requisite nexus between the property and the

offense committed by the defendant.” 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2(b)(5) expressly limits the jury’s role to

determining whether there is a nexus between specific property and the crime.  Where the

government does not seek forfeiture of specific property, but seeks a money judgment for

the amount of the proceeds of the defendant’s crime, there is no nexus determination to be

made by the jury and the defendant is not entitled to a jury determination on the amount of

the money judgment.  United States v. Roberts, 696 F. Supp. 2d 263, 271 (E.D.N.Y. Mar.

11, 2010).   When the government is seeking only a personal money judgment, the court5

determines the amount of the forfeiture.  Id.; United States v. Tedder, 403 F.3d 836, 841

(7th Cir. 2005) (“Rule 32.2 does not entitle the accused to a jury’s decision on the amount

of the forfeiture.”).  

In the instant action the government is seeking forfeiture of the proceeds of

Phillips’s fraud against MOD.  Because the amount of the forfeiture is a matter for the

Court’s determination upon a guilty verdict, the Court may hold a hearing to determine the

amount of the money judgment at a time after a verdict is returned by the jury.  At any

such hearing, the government must prove the forfeiture allegations by a preponderance of

the evidence.  United States v. Rutgard, 116 F.3d 1270, 1293 (9th Cir. 1997); United

 Rule 32.2(b)(1)(A) establishes that the government may seek a personal money judgment5

against the defendants.  See also United States v. Casey, 444 F.3d 1071, 1077 (9th Cir. 2006) (a money
judgment is warranted in a criminal case against a convicted defendant even if the defendant is
insolvent).   
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States v. Hernandez-Escarsega, 886 F.2d 1560, 1576-77 (9th Cir. 1989).  The government

is not required to prove the forfeitability of the defendant’s money or property by any

greater standard, such as by clear and convincing evidence or beyond a reasonable doubt. 

In this case, the Court may rely on the record and evidence admitted at trial.  Fed. R. Crim.

Pro. 32.2(b)(1)(B).

VI. Conclusion

For all the reasons stated above, the Government respectfully recommends that the

Court sentence Defendant Mark E. Phillips to a 97-month term of imprisonment, and

impose a three-year period of supervised release on all of the conditions suggested by U.S.

Probation Office.

DATED this 11th day of July, 2011
          

Respectfully submitted,

JENNY A. DURKAN
United States Attorney 

s/ Aravind Swaminathan                            
ARAVIND SWAMINATHAN
Assistant United States Attorney
United States Attorney’s Office
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220
Seattle, WA 98101-3903
Telephone: (206) 553-4063
Fax: (206) 553-2502
E-mail: aravind.swaminathan@usdoj.gov

s/ Matthew D. Diggs                           
MATTHEW D. DIGGS
Assistant United States Attorney
United States Attorney’s Office
700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220
Seattle, WA 98101-3903
Telephone: (206) 553-2260
Fax: (206) 553-2502
E-mail: matthew.diggs@usdoj.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on July 11, 2011, I electronically filed the foregoing with the

Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system which will send notification of such filing  to the

attorney(s) of record for the defendant(s).  I hereby certify that I have served the

attorney(s) of record for the defendant(s) that are non CM/ECF participants via telefax.

   s/ Aravind Swaminathan                                    
  ARAVIND SWAMINATHAN
  United States Attorney’s Office
  700 Stewart Street, Suite 5220
  Seattle, Washington 98101
  Phone: (206) 553-4063
  FAX:   (206) 553-2502
  E-mail:  aravind.swaminathan@usdoj.gov
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